Molecular physiology of contrast enhancement in glioblastomas: An analysis of The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA).
The physiologic processes underlying MRI contrast enhancement in glioblastoma patients remain poorly understood. MRIs of 148 glioblastoma subjects from The Cancer Imaging Archive were segmented using Iterative Probabilistic Voxel Labeling (IPVL). Three aspects of contrast enhancement (CE) were parametrized: the mean intensity of all CE voxels (CEi), the intensity heterogeneity in CE (CEh), and volumetric ratio of CE to necrosis (CEr). Associations between these parameters and patterns of gene expression were analyzed using DAVID functional enrichment analysis. Glioma CpG island methylator phenotype (G-CIMP) glioblastomas were poorly enhancing. Otherwise, no differences in CE parameters were found between proneural, neural, mesenchymal, and classical glioblastomas. High CEi was associated with expression of genes that mediate inflammatory responses. High CEh was associated with increased expression of genes that regulate remodeling of extracellular matrix (ECM) and endothelial permeability. High CEr was associated with increased expression of genes that mediate cellular response to stressful metabolic states, including hypoxia and starvation. Our results indicate that CE in glioblastoma is associated with distinct biological processes involved in inflammatory response and tissue hypoxia. Integrative analysis of these CE parameters may yield meaningful information pertaining to the biologic state of glioblastomas and guide future therapeutic paradigms.